Throw In the Towel

Most of us at one time or another feel like we could just "Throw in the Towel" here a contest to help us all "Hang in There".

Purchase a long piece of clothesline and some child size clothes pins.

Ask each person to put their name on a small piece of fabric (velour or felt works good). They then pinned their "towel" , along with one dollar, on the clothesline.

The object of the contest or challenge is to lose or at least not have a gain. The amount of weight lost makes no difference, we just want to avoid those gains.

Rules are as follows:

Tops, must either have a gain or "turtle" to keep their towel "hanging in there".

A gain, and the towel comes down, leaving the dollar online.

Kops, must either remain below goal, or if above goal...have a loss or their towel comes down.

If you have a large chapter, and several Kops, the contest ends when there are 3 Tops still "hanging in there".

All dollars will then be divided among those whose towels are still on the line.

If you have a smaller chapter the last towel hanging wins the whole line!

Its fun to see all those towels and $$ each week, as we all "Hang in There".